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SINOPSIS 

Karangan ini membincangkan masalah atur rumus yang merupakan salah 
satu daripada isue terpenting dalam teori fonologi kini. Teori standadpenga- 
jian fonologi generatij yang menentukan supaya rumus-rumus dilaksanakan 
mengikut aturan satu rumus hams mendahului rumus yang lain dan yang 
bersifat ekstrinsik, adalah dianggap terlalu ketat. Bagaimanapun gantian 
hipotesis-hipotesis lain yang dicadangkan sebagai gantian, seperti "Local 
Ordering", "Unordered Rule Hypothesis", dmr "Direct Mapping Hypothe- 
sis" terbukti tidak juga sesuai. Dalam karangan ini dicadangkan supaya 
penggunaan "global constraints" diterima &lam perlaksanaan rumus-rumus 
fonologi yangmembolehkansesuatu rumus itu merujuk kepada derivasi bennrk 
"input string" yang terdahulu. Tanpa rujukan kepada "global constraints" 
ini, penganalisaan prosespenyengmrmr vokal dalam dialek Melayu Ulu Muar 
tidak &pat dibuat melainkan digunakan juga kaedah atur rumus yang ber- 
sijat ekstrinsik, atau lain-lain kaedah yang arbitrari. 

SYNOPSIS 

This paper discusses one of the main issues in current phonological theory, 
namely rule ordering. The standard theory of generativephonology whichpro- 
vides for the orderedapplication ofphonologicalrules in onefixed linear order, 
is considered too strong; however, other proposed hypotheses, such as "Local 
Ordering", "Unordered Rule Hypothesis" and "Direct Mapping Hypothesis" 
are equally untenable. In this paper evidence is given in favour of incorporat- 
ing a generalized version of derivational history into phonological theory. 
Specifically, it is argued that unless we make use of global constraints that 
can refer to derivationally earlier forms of input strings, then the process of 
vowel nasalization in Ulu Muar Malay cannot be explained without recourse 
to extrinsic rule ordering statements or other arbitrary devices. 

0.0 Porpose 

Recent investigation of rule ordering phenomena1 has given rise to anum- 
- - - . - - . . . . . - . - . . - - 

I wish to thank Prof. Michael Kenrtowia of the University of lllinoic at Urbana- 
Champaign. Illinoi~, for reading and commenting on an earlier draft of this paper. 
The resoonsibilitv for anv errors and oversirhts in the nresent onner. of course. is - . .  . . - 
enti1e1y.m~ own: 

1 For details of the wntroversy over rule ordering, see, for example, S.R. Anderson, 



ber of independent proposals to abandon some, if not all, of language-spe- 
cific rule ordering constraints from grammars of natural languages.2 In one 
such proposal, evidence has been given in favour of incorporating a gene- 
ralized version of derivational history into phonological theory. More 
specifically, it has been shown that some phonological rules3 apply under 
conditions that cannot be stated solely in terms of the immediate input 
string. Derivationally earlier or later forms of the string may also have to 
be taken into consideration. Thus, in their recent papers, Kenstowicz 
and Kissebe~th,~ Kisseberth,5 and Miller6 have argued for the existence 
of global constraints7 that refer to derivationally earlier forms of input 
strings. 

In this paper it will be shown that there is a vowel nasalization rule in 
Malays which can only be adequately stated by having access to derivatio- 
nal or global constraints. Specifically it will be argued that unless we make 
use of derivational history, the occurrence of non-nasalized vowels in forms 
like [ d n i ]  'bathe', [nBmo(r)] 'number', [bono] 'possession' etc., cannot 
be explained without recourse to extrinsic rule ordering statements or other 
arbitrary devices. 

1.0 Status of the Nasalized Vowels in UMM 

The claim has been made about Ulu Muar Malay (hence forth, UMM), 
a dialect spoken in a settlement called Kubang Rusa in Kuala Pilah, Negeri 



Sembilan, that it has underlying nasalized vowels.9 In what follows I will 
examine the basis for this claim, and it will be shown that such a claim 
is incorrect. A different analysis which employs the principle of ordered 
rule application based on the framework of generative phonology is 
suggested. 

The claim that nasalized vowels are phonemic (i.e., non-predictable) in 
UMM is based specifically on Hendon's observations of the following set 
of examp1es:'O 

(1) a. efise 'bolt (of a door)' sEfisE 'Chinese doctor' 
waras 'healty' w%rZ?ll 'pious' 
takat 'until, up to' t% ?Bt 'obedient' 

b. panEh 'hot' PaneY 'clever' 
n5nI 'semen' mHni 'bathe' 
bond 'commoner' bono 'possession' 
anli 'such and such' rinu 'longing' 
rim5w 'tiger' ramaw 'Rembau (place-name)' 

c. lam6 'long time' lampu 'lamp' 
amEh 'gold' ampe? 'four' 
baqih 'enraged' baqka? 'swollen' 

A cursory examination of the examples in (la-b) shows that surface forms 
like [takat] 'until, up to' [mZnl] 'semen' and [bona] 'commoner' on the 
one hand, and [t%?Zt] 'obedient', [mHni] 'bathe', and [bono] 'possession' 
on the other, form perfect constrastive pairs, and this fact would easily lead 
a strictly taxonomic phonemic analyst to consider vowel nasality phonemic, 
as Hendon observes. Such an analysis, however, cannot be maintained for 
it is based on incorrect observations, and hence it does not correctly des- 
cribe the generalizations involved in the process of nasalization in UMM. 
The examples in (1) will be discussed shortly. Meanwhile, a claim could be 
made that there is no underlying contrast between oral and nasalized vo- 
wels in UMM. Specifically, all nasalized vowels in the language are mle- 
derived. Thus, given a statement of progressive nasalization, like (2), it 
could be predicted that one or more oral vowels immediately following a 
nasal segment will be nasalized, and, in fact, this is what happened, as evi- 
denced by forms as in (3). 

(2) [+ syllabic]+[+ nasal] / [+ nasal] [+ ~yllabic]~ 

9 Cf. Hendon. op.cit.. p. 4 
10 Most of these examples and others used in the present paper are taken from Hendon, 

Ibid., some of these examples appear in Table 2 in Hendon, Ibid.. p. 5. 
11 In Hendon, ibid, the nonconsonantal ?is represented by q 



(3) h d n k  
dimZkaii6 
nGkan 
di i  
t a q a  
kuimiil 
bufiui3Zn 
kokunlqkunIqzn 

'I drink' 
'was eaten by himlher' 
'eat' 
'want' 
'middle' 
'various kinds of cakes' 
'musical instruments' 
'yellowish' 

If (3) includes all of the facts about nasalization, then Rule (2) should be 
sufficient to correctly predict the occurrence of nasalized vowels in UMM. 
However, there are other data which indicate that a rule like (2) cannot be 
the entire statement of nasalization in the language. Consider the examples 
in (4). 

'corpse' 
'prosperity' 
'informed' 
'seedbed' 
'to capture' 
'central focus' 

The set of examples in (4) shows that nasalization in UMM penetrates 
not only vowels but other nonconsonantal segments as well, namely, y, w, 
h, and?, and proceeds to nasalize the vowel/vowels following these non- 
consonantal segments. In fact, nasalization continues to spread through 
the word, to be stopped only when it encounters a consonantal segment 
that blocks it. Thus, in order to account for facts, as in (4), Rule (2)will 
have to be reformulated as (5). 

(5 )  [+ syllabic]+[+ nasal] / [+ nasal] [-cons],, 

Rule (5) which makes use of the convention for expending the schema 
(X): represents a potentially infinite schema, whose various S U ~ N ~ ~ S  are 
each to be applied simultaneously.13 Thus the application of (5) will result 
in the nasalization of as many vowels as are separated from preceding na- 
sals only by nonconsonantal segments. It is interesting to note that in an- 
other Western Malayo-Polynesian language, namely, S~ndanese,'~ the 
nasalization rule is somewhat more restricted in that it is allowed to pro- 

12 CT Chumsky and Halle, op.cir.. pp. 343-344. 
13 The word 'simultaneous' h e x  implies that [he rule is to apply iteratively going from 

lcfl to right. For detallcd cxplmation of the mechanism of iteralive rules. see An- 
derson, op.cit. 

14 A language spoken in the island of Java. 



pagate only across h and ?, and not across w and y.15 Another interesting 
fact about Sundanese nasality is that if a pluralizing infix - ar/l - appears 
after the initial nasal consonant of the stem, the following effects take place: 
the vowel of the infix is nasalized, as to be expected. What is strange, how- 
ever, is that if the vowel immediately following the i n k  is itself followed 
by another vowel, or a sequence of h or? and a vowel, then this following 
vowel is also nasalized. Examples follow.16 

(6) niiir 'to say' pl. nilafir 
nI ?Is 'to cool oneself' pl. niri?Is 
nih6 'to know' pl. nHrah8 
dahar 'to eat' pl. dalahar 

The case, as in (6), does not exist in UMM, since the language strictly 
forbids nasality to propagate across consonantal segments, as the examples 
in (7) show: 

(7) mrawat 'to nurse' cf. miwi(r) 'a kind of flower' 
pnilahan 'prediction' cf. pniqihin 'central focus 
m l a ~ a ~ )  'to float' cf. miyiq 'coconut flower' 
mlawat 'to visit' cf. plawaniin 'competition' 

2.0 Unassimilated Loan Words 

So far, we have been dealing with fairly straightforward facts about UMM 
nasalization. Thus, given forms like those in (3) and (4), Rule (5) should be 
able to account for all of them without any exception. The problem will 
arise when one begins to consider forms like those in (la-b) repeated here 
for convenience as (8a-b): 

(8) a. eiise 'bolt (of a door)' sEiisE 'Chinese doctor' 
waras 'healthy' wiri? 'pious' 
takat 'until, up to' t i ? i t  'obedience' 

b. panEh 'hot' paney 'clever' 
m%d 'semen' mini 'bathe' 
bon6 'commoner' bono 'possession' 
anii 'such and such' rinu 'longing' 
rimgw 'tiger' ramaw 'Rembau (place-name)' 

The pairs of words in (8a) clearly show contrastive use of the vowels. 
All the vowels of the words in the left-hand column are oral or non-nasali- 

15 Ct S.R. Anderson, "On Nasalization in Sundanese", Linguistic Inquiry, 3. 1972, pp. 
253-268. For an interesting discussion on some universal characteristics of processes 
involving vowel nasalization, see L. Schourup, "Characteristics of Vowel Nasaliza- 
tion," Presented at the summer LSA meeting, July 28, 1972. 

16 These examples are taken from Anderson. op cir.. p. 255 
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zed, while those in the right-hand column are nasalized, even when no nasal 
segment immediately precedes them. However, upon closer examination, 
the set of examples in (8a) reveals the following facts: all the words in the 
left-hand column are considered to be native words, or at least not known 
to be of recent borrowings, whereas those in the right-hand column are all 
loan items." The words wZrZ? and tZ?& are derived from the Arabic words 
e.2 and t l b  respectively, and the speakers of UMM tend to imitate the 
original pronunciation of these borrowings by substituting the closest na- 
tive phonetic devices. There is a definite established pattern by which? and 
nasalization of preceeding vowel is substituted for the Arabic e 'ain'. One 
must assume that the motivation for this substitution is either acoustic or 
articulatory similarity, but without serious investigation we cannot spe- 
culate further. There exists a similar pattern in borrowings from Chinese, 
especially when final syllable has a high tone.18 

The point to note is that these loan items do not seem to get assimilated 
into the sound pattern of UMM. Thus, in attempting to describe the pro- 
cess of nasalization in UMM, one must exclude these so-called 'unassimi 
lated loan words''9 from the corpus. As Robins says, "to deal with the vo- 
wel nasality of these excluded classes of words, separate frameworks of 
statement would be required, and any attempt to make an overall state- 
ment would lead to the phonological misrepresentation of the phonetic 
data."zo 

Now if such unassimilated loan words can be treated as exceptionsz1 to 
the speech pattern of UMM speakers, and hence could be excluded from 
the phonological analysis of the language, what about the forms in (8h) 
which do not constitute foreign or loan words?. Notice that each of the 
pairs of words in (8b) forms a minimal or near-minimal pair, thus appa- 

17 Cf. Kamus Dewan, Dewan Bahasa dan Pustaka, 1970 esp. pp. 1069, 1151, and 1343. 
18 Thus in the case of the form ssnse. it could be that since the o r i h a l  vronunciation 

o i  this word ends somcahar i,ilh~a high tone (a\ indicated tu rie hyYeoh Chiang 
KE - personal cummun~rationi, the speaker, uf L'hlM tcnd to subslitutc th~c w~lh 
final ?(which docs not appear phonelicall)) and na,allLarion GI prexding vouels 
as it was the case with Arabic loans. 

19 By this term is meant those loan words that in a purely synchronic analysis of the 
language reveal their foreigo origin "by the fact that their phonological structure 
stands apart in somc way f;om what a6p .m to be the regular bystern or pattern of 
thc 13ngu;igc in uhich they occur." (I: J A  Henderren. ''The Phnnulugy of Loan- 
wurdi in ionlc South-tat A,Un lancuaees". TPS. 1951. o. 1311. Ci. C.C. Fries and 
K.L. I'ike. " ~ o e ~ ~ s t c n t  ~honernic ~i,~en',." fg. 25; 1 9 4 9 . ' ~ ~ .  29-50. where thevrnl, 
'unasimilatcd loan uurd' uas rinl uscd (p .  30). Cf. 3150 iuolnotc 5 in K.H. Robins 
"Vouel Nasalit) in Sundancse," I>~vc~r.~ru,u ofBlw,,rrbur). North-Holland. 1970, p. 
275 
Ibl;d., p. 286. 
For some suggestions on the treahnent of foreign or loan words, see, for example, P. 
Kiparsky, "Linguistic Universals and Linguistic Change, "Universals in Linguistic 



rently providing sufficient evidence for the distinctive status of nasalization 
in UMM. 

However, the apparently contrastive status of nasalization does not 
really indicate that vowel nasality should be treated as a non-predictable 
phenomenon in the language. In fact, an explanation comes immediately 
to mind as to why the vowels in the second syllables of those words ap- 
pearing in the right-hand column in (8b) are not nasalized. In the first place, 
each of these words, when pronounced without the nasalized final vowel, 
constitutes an alternate pronunciation of the same word which (originally) 
contains a voiced noncontinuant segment between the nasal consonant and 
the final vowel. Thus the form [mbi] 'bathe' is derived from mandi, [bono] 
'possession' from bondo; [rinu] 'longing' from rindu; [ramaw] 'Rembau; 
from rambaw [paney] 'clever' from pandey; and [n6mo] 'number' from 
nombor. The crucial fact to note is that deletion of the voiced stop does not 
trigger a nasalization of the following vowel, thus the forms like [bone] 
'commoner' and [bono] 'possession' remain separated - the former has a 
nasalized vowel after the nasal, n, the latter does not. What we have in 
UMM then, is a phenomenon somewhat identical to that in Sea Dayak,zz 
where simplification of nasal-voiced stop clusters does not feed the vowel 
nasalization rule. 

3.0 Rule Ordering Problem 

From the above observation, it is clear that in addition to the vowel 
nasalization rule, UMM requires a nasal cluster simplification rule, which 
can be postulated as (9). 

(9) Nasal Cluster Simplification (optional):23 

The problem that I would like to raise here involves ordering of the two 
rules: Vowel Nasalization and Nasal Cluster Simplification. It appears 
that these two rules require an extrinsic ordering statement whereby Vo- 
wel Nasalization must apply before Nasal Cluster Simplification in order 
to derive the correct phonetic forms, as the following derivation shows: 

(10) /#mandi#/ Underlying Form 
mindi Vowel Nasalization 
mHni Nasal Cluster Simpl. 
mXni Surface Form - 

22 Cf. N.C. Scott. "Notes on the pronunciation of Sea Dayak." BSOAS, 20, 1957, pp. 
509-512; also "Nasal Consonants in Land Dayak". In honor of Daniel Jones, D. 
Abercrornbie et, a1 (eds.) London: Logmans. 1964, pp. 432-436. 

23 The rule states that a voiced noncont~nuant is deleted when it is preceded by a nasal 
consonant. 



The opposite order would yield an incorrect output: 

(1 1) I#mandi#l 
mani Nasal Cluster Simpl. 
f i n 1  Vowel Nasalization 

*mHni 

However, in the literature of generative-transformational grammar, it 
has often been argued that extrinsic ordering statements, which are lan- 
guage-specific  constraint^,^^ cannot be too highly valued. Generally, the 
claim of most phonologists has been that extrinsic rule ordering provides 
greater descriptive power than can be shown to be necessary. Thus the 
standard theory of generative phonology (as articulated in SPE) which 
provides for the ordered application of phonological rules in one fmed li- 
near order is considered too strong and must be weakened so that rules 
could also apply in opposite orders under certain circumstances. Granted 
these language-specific constraints which assign one linear order of rules 
are not to be too highly valued, and hence the need to abandon them,25 
as in the above case, what support can be found for alternative pro- 
posals? 

Anderson26 has proposed a set of supposedly universal principlesin terms 
of which certain pairwise orders of rules may be considered as more highly 
valued than others. Somewhat oversimplifying Anderson's proposed theory 
of 'local ordering', the more highly valued order -the 'unmarked' orders 
- are those which allow maximal application of a pair of rules in a given 
derivation. Less highly valued - the 'marked' orders - are those that do 
not allow maximal application. To illustrate, UMM has, in addition to the 
vowel nasalization rule, a prefix assimilation rule which assimilates a nasal 
to the point of articulation of the following noncontinuant (initial) con- 

24 One of the main issues in current phonological theory is whether the order of ap- 
plication of phonological rules is based on language-specific (or idiosyncratic) con- 
ditions, or whether the sequence of rule application can be predicted on universal 
grounds. In the standard theory of generative phonology, rules apply sequentially 
(i.e., the output of rule A may constitute the input of rule B) and are extrinsically 
ordered. That is. in the granunar of each language, there is a statement that rule B 
can apply only after the appllcat~on @osslhly vacuous) of rule A. For some arguments 
favo-g extrinsic rule ordering wnditions, see L. Campbell, "Extrinsic Ordering 
Lives, mimeo. Indiana University Linguistics Club, 1973. 

25 Although most generative phonologists agree on the abandonment of extrinsic or- 
dering restrictions from phonological theory, some have argued that such rule or 
ordering cannot be abandoned completely from p m n m s o f  natural languages. For 
example, Kisseberth, in his paper "Is Rule Orderlng Necessary in Phonology" (Cf. 
footnote 5 in this paper), notes the existence of a type of rule interaction which ap- 
pears to require extrinsic ordering, namely, mutually bleeding rules. Specifically, two 
rules A and B are in mutual bleeding relationship if A b1~ds.B and B cpunter-bleeds 
A. That is to say, both rules cannot apply m a slngle derrvat~on (assunung rules can- 
not be applied simultaneously). For details of the notion of bleeding rules, the reader 
may refer to Kisseberth's paper which discusses, in particular, two rules: Vocaliza- 
tion and Nasal Deletion in Klamath. 

26 Cf. Anderson, 1969, op. cit. 



sonant of the root.z7 Now consider the derivations of the forms IpnZhiin] 
'defender' and [piiiiwiih] 'farmer', as given in (12) below: 

(12)1# ~r)-tahan #/ /# ~g-sawah #/ Underlying Forms 
pnahan pilawah Prefix Assimilation 
pniihgn piliiwZh Vowel Nasalization 
pniihin piliwiih Surface Forms 

The derivations in (12) show that both Prefix Assimilation and Vowel Na- 
salization in fact apply, showing therefore maximal application. Thus in 
these derivations, the order (Prefix Assimilation before Vowel Nasaliza- 
tion) is an unmarked order. 

Now consider the derivations of these same forms with the rules apply- 
ing in opposite order, as shown in (13). 

(13) /# pr)-tahan # /  /# pq-sawah #/ Underlying Forms - Vowel Nasalization 
pnahan pfiawah Prefix Assimilation 

*pnahan *pfiawah Surface Forms 

(13) shows that the ordering of Vowel Nasalization before Prefix Assimila- 
tion results in a non-maximal utilization, since only one rule, namely, 
Prefix Assimilation, could apply. Such order then is considered a marked 
order. 

Looking back at the derivations given in (10) it is clear that under either 
sequencing of Vowel Nasalization and Nasal Cluster Simplification, both 
rules will apply. There is no way then, if Anderson's proposed local order- 
ing theory is adopted, to decide which one of the two ordering5 is said to 
be unmarked. In other words, the principle of 'local ordering' as expressed 
in the underlying concept of maximal utilization or applicationof rules be- 
comes irrelevant in the case cited in (10). Even if we take the case of an un- 
derlying form like /# bondo #/ which surfaces as [bono], we will find that 
the order of application (Nasal Cluster Simplification before Vowel Na- 
salization) which produces maximal utilization does not give the correct 
output. Instead, it is the opposite order (Vowel Nasalization before Nasal 
Cluster Simplification), where only the latter rule applies, that produces 
the correct output, as (14) illustrates. 

(14) a. /# bond0 #/ Underlying Form 
bono Nasal Cluster Simpl. 
bonB Vowel Nasalization 

*bon8 Surface Form 

27 Following this assimilation rule, the nonmntinuant, if voiceless, is deleted. Some 
exceptions, however, occur, as in (pncuri) 'thief' not (apnuri) and (pncatu) 'measur- 
mg cup', not (epnatu). For detalled discussion on this, see Fand, op. cit. 



b. I# bond0 #/ Underlying Form 
Vowel Nasalization 

bono Nasal Cluster Simpl. 
bono Surface Form 

Clearly, the principle of maximal utilization of rules fails to make the cor- 
rect prediction in the case of (14), since it turns out that it is the non-ma- 
ximal utilization of the two rules which produces the correct output. 

Kiparsky28 introduces the concepts of 'rule transparency' and 'rule opa- 
city'29 which have been claimed30 to have more general applicability than 
the concepts of feeding and bleeding (and the underlying concept of ma- 
ximal utilization of rules). 

The crucial difference between the principle of maximal utilization and 
the concepts of transparency and opacity is that whereas it is the extent of 
rule utilization that underlies the concepts of feeding and bleeding, it is 
the extent to which surface forms mask the operation of phouologicallules 
that is crucial to transparency and opacity. Now adopting Kiparsky's pro- 
posed rule orderingpreference, a form like [mani] 'bathe' which is the out- 
put of the correctly ordered rules (Vowel Nasalization before Nasal Cluster 
Simplification), is therefore said to be opaque, since it contains surface 
(phonetic) representation which satisfies the structural description of the 
vowel nasalization rule (i.e., a nasal segment followed by an oral vowel).- 
Thus, if we adopt the principle that rules are to be applied so as to mini- 
mize opacity, then the opposite order of application (Nasal Cluster Sim- 
plification before Vowel Nasalization) is to be preferred, since it yields sup- 
posedly a non-opaque or transparent output. But it turns out that the 
transparent output is not the correct one, as evidenced from the surface 
form [*mZnl] in (1 1). Evidently, the principle of minimization of opacity 
does not make the correct prediction either. That is, it makes the wrong 
prediction by selecting the order of rules which produces the transparent 
output. 

Another possible alternative to extrinsic rule ordering is the so-called 
Universal Sequencing or Unordered Rule Hypothesis as proposed by 
Koutsoudas, Sanders, and No1131 (henceforth, KSN). Quite simply, the 

- - ~p -- ~p 

28 Cf. P. Kipersky. "Historiial Linyirt~~\."A Survey of Lm"~~uLficScie,~t~~. W.O. Ding- 
wall (4.). College Park. Mar)lan& 1971, pp. 57-9. 

29 Br~eflv.aruleicsaid lobe onauue ti thcre are surfact ohonctic reore~cnlationa which 
satisfGthe structural describtion of the rule, or if the& are cases khere the rule must 
be asiumed to have aperatid to derive a given phonetic representation, but the con- 
ditions which uuuld have requiredthe ruie's operation n6not present in the phone- 
tic representation itself. A rule is transparent if the structures to which it applis do 
not aooenr in ohunct~ reorcsental~ons and ~f the ct,ndit~,lns uhlch trieedr the rule's -~~ ~ ~~ 

a~ol iz t ion  v<;sist in the bhonetic Goresentation. Accordina to this ~&osali a ~ l e  
ordering wGch produces-transpare is to be preferred 0% one Ghiih pioduces 
opacity: 

30 Cf. Kisseberth, 1973, op. cir. 
31 Cf. Koutsoudas. Sanders, and Noll, op. cir. 



KSN hypothesis requires that rules must apply simultaneously whenever 
possible or to every representation which satisfies their structural descrip- 
tions. Thus recalling the case in UMM, an input structure like /# mandi #/ 
satisfies the structural descriptions of both Vowel Nasalization (Rule 5) 
and Nasal Cluster Simplification (Rule 9) without any other principles of 
applicationalprecedence being involved. So, adopting the KSN hypothesis, 
both rules will have to apply simultaneously, and apparently correct output 
is obtained as, illustrated in (15) below: 

(KSN Hypothesis) 

However, it must be noted that the output of (15) cannot be the final out- 
put, since the KSN principle claims, among others, the f0llowing:3~ 

a. An obligatory rule must apply whenever its structural description is 
met, unless its application is precluded by some universal principle 

b. All rules are scanned for applicability to each new representation in 
a derivation. 

c. A derivation is determined when no obligatory rules are applicable. 

The form [mZni] which is derived from the simultaneous application of 
Vowel Nasalization and Nasal Cluster Simplification still satisfies the 
structural description of Vowel Nasalization. Since Vowel Nasalization is 
an obligatory rule, it must, according to the KSN principle, reapply simul- 
taneously with (now non-applicable) Nasal Cluster Simplification to the 
representation [mZni]. The result of this simultaneous reapplication of the 
rules, however, is an incorrect form [*mZd]. Evidently, the KSN Unor- 
dered Rule Hypothesis also fails to account for the UMM facts, and as 
such, it must be rejected. 

As I see it, only the global rule approach offers the most elegant alterna- 
tive to the extrinsic ordering analysis, since indeed it is the case that the 
failure of Vowel Nasalization to affect the second vowelof the form[mZni] 
has to do with the derivational history of the word. What goes on actually 
in vowel nasality of UMM is that a vowel gets nasalized following a nasal 
segment provided that nasal segment does not arise as a result of Nasal - - 
Cluster Simplification. It is my contention that, within the current phonolo- 
gicaltheory, only aglobal rule has the capacity to examine the derivational 

32 Ct A. Koutsoudas, "Unordered Rule Hypothesis", Unpublished, 1973, p. 8. 
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history of a given structure, and thus can determine whether any given 
nasal element is derived from Nasal Cluster Simplification or not. Thus by 
adopting a theory in which derivational history is described in terms of 
global rules and not in terms of rule ordering, the problem arising from 
sequencing of the two rules in question could be solved. Global rules can 
refer to two levels of structure. By incorporating such a condition into the 
structural description of Vowel Nasalization, the rulecan now be reformu- 
lated as in (16) below: 

(16) Vowel Nasalization (revised) 

[+syll] + [+nasal] / -Nasal Cluster [-cons],,- 
Simpl. Derived I a a 1  1 - - 

(ie., a vowel is nasalized when pre- 
ceded by a nasal element only if the 
nasal-vowel sequence is not derived 
from the application of Nasal Cluster 
Simplification). 

Given a reformulation of the vowel nasalization rule, as in (16), and the 
nasal cluster simplification rule maintaining its original form, the sequence 
of these two rules now becomes irrelevant. Vowel Nasalization will not 
nasalize the second vowel in [mzni] 'bathe'. 

Apparently, the Direct Mapping Hypothesis or the Simultaneous Ap- 
plication Hypothesis33 also offers a correct analysis of the form [mzni]. 
The hypothesis asserts that all rules apply simultaneously to an underlying 
form to derive a surface form and so that there can be no intermediate re- 
presentations between an underlying form and its corresponding surface 
form in any derivation. Thus given the underlying form /# mandi #/, a di- 
rect mapping or simultaneous application of both Vowel Nasalization and 
Nasal Cluster Simplification (as formulated in (5) and (9), respectively) 
will give the correct output [mzni], as (17) shows: 

I I 

(5) (9) (direct mapping or simul. application) 

- -. -- - 
33  Thi* hypothesis differs from the KSN yenion of r~nlultancour application in lh31 the 

former requires rules to apply r~multancourly unl) to anunderl)inp Form. whereas 
in thc latter rilles can annlv to intermediate reoresntarwns. For a version of thc .- .... ~~ r r ~ ,  ~~ ~~ 

standard theory's simultaneous application, see ~ P E ,  p. 19, f.n.5, 



(17) shows that although the application of Nasal Cluster Simplification 
to the underlying form /# mandi #/yields a phonetic output where the se- 
cond vowel is immediately preceded by a nasal, it is of no relevance (to 
Vowel Nasalization), since the Direct Mapping Hypothesis claims that 
only the underlying form determines whether a rule applies or not. While 
it is true that the Direct Mapping Hypothesis does account for the facts 
cited above, it is by no means a viable alternative to extrinsic rule ordering. 
For one thing, the abandonment of extrinsic ordering in favour of the di- 
rect mapping application denies the possibility of the rules Vowel Nasali- 
zation and Nasal Cluster Simplification being applied in any order but si- 
multaneous. In a way, this is limiting the resources of natural language. As 
McCawley says, "a great decrease in the complexity of rules and a great 
increase in the insight which they provide into the working of language 
is obtained if phonological rules are ordered rather than simultane- 
O U S . " ~ ~  

As mentioned earlier, the claims of the simultaneous or direct mapping 
hypothesis are supported by data where indeed it is the underlying repre- 
sentation that governs whether a rule applies, regardless of the effects of 
other rules in the grammar. These data thus represent cases where the app- 
lication of one rule Ri destroys the structure that is relevant for determin- 
ing the applicability of some other rule Ri. Further support for the Direct 
Mapping Hypothesis is provided by cases where the effect of some rule Ri 
is to derive a structure identical in essential character to underlying struc- 
tures that undergo some other rule Rj, but the structures resultingfromRi 
do not undergo R1. In such cases, a derived structure is not allowed to un- 
dergo a rule that operates upon underlying structures of the same form, 
thus seemingly establishing that the effect of a rule is not relevant to the 
operation of other rules in the grammar. 

Although the Direct Mapping Hypothesis does account for a significant 
range of data, there is considerable evidence that its basic premise -that 
the effects of phonological rules are totally irrelevant to the application of 
other phonological rules - is misguided. Indeed, there has been much 
evidence that phonological rules do create structures that then undergo 
yet other phonological rules. Thatis, phonologicalrules apply not just to 
structures occurring in the underlying forms but also to structures result- 
ing from the operation of other rules. Thus given the Direct Mapping Hypo- 
thesis, it becomes obvious that it will run afoul in cases where rules do ap- 
ply to the output of other rules. To illustrate, recaU the case of the under- 

34 Cf. J.D. McCawley, The Phowlogical Componenf of a Grammar of Japanese, The 
Hague: Mouton, 1968, p. 22. 

35 Cf. Kenstowicz and Kisseberth, op.cif.,  for some arguments against direct mapping 
or strict simultaneous application of rules, where evidence fromTonkawa and Hariri 
is given. 



lying form /# pq f tahan #/ in UMM, which surfaces as [pnih%n]36 'defen- 
der' following the application of Prefix Assimilation and Vowel Nasaliza- 
tion. In order to obtain the correct output, the two rules must be ordered 
so that Prefix Assimilation applies before Vowel Nasalization. This or- 
dering is necessary since the nasal element which triggers the nasalization 
of the following vowels occurs only as a result of the operation of the pre- 
fix assimilation rule. In other words, Prefix Assimilation must operate so 
that i t  feeds Vowel Nasalization. Now, given the Simultaneous or Direct 
Mapping Hypothesis, the vowel nasalization rule could not affect the un- 
derlyingvowels of /# pq-tahan #/, since the structural description of the rule 
is not met. Only Prefix Assimilation will apply, yielding the incorrect form 
[*pnahan]. To preserve the Direct Mapping Hypothesis, which requires 
that Vowel Nasalization must apply directly to the underlying form /# pq- 
tahan #/, it would be necessary to revise the rule so that i t  contains sufficient 
information to identify a nasal which nasalizes the following vowels as one 
that comes from Prefix Assimilation. Surely such a rule is not to be desired, 
since there is already in the language a very general rule of Vowel Nasali- 
zation which nasalizes one or  more vowels when preceded by a nasal ele- 
ment, and this nasal-vowel cluster does not necessarily come from Prefix 
Assimilation. Thus to accept the Direct Mapping Hypothesis into a pho- 
nological theory would mean accepting the claim that there are many com- 
plex and unnatural rules operative in a given language. 

4.0 Conclusions 

We have seen that of the many (logically) possible hypotheses of rule 
application which have been proposed to replace extrinsic ordering of 
rules, only the hypothesis which introduces global conditions on rules ap- 
pears to offer the most elegant alternative. Earlier, it has been shownthat 

j6 The rule of prefix assimilation may also be viewed as a rule of nasal cluster rednction, 
which incorporates a morpheme-final velar nasal into a following stem and merges 
it with a stem-initial consonant to form a nasal homarganic with the original conso- 
nant. Prefixes which show a 6nal velar nasal before vowel-initial roots show nasal 
cluster reduction before most voiceless ccnsonant-initial roots. Thus, the nominali- 
zing prefix /pg+/ forms pgajar6 instructor', from a root/ ajar/, but pnulis 'a writer* 
(not =pntulis) from / tulisl. The rule of nasal cluster reduction which appears to be 
very common among languages of the Malayo-Polynesian group (see R. Wilbur, 
The Phonology of Reduplication. 1973, Indiana University Linguistics Club) may 
~ovolve one, two, or three processes. depending on how one chooses to apply it: In my 
present analysis, 1 assume that all the three prosesses: nasal regressive assimlation, 
nasal progressive assimilation and nasal cluster reduction, are involved. The opera- 
tion of these three sub-rules of Nasal Cluster Reduction (NCR) is given below: 

'defender' 
I# pg+tahan#/ 

Nasal Regressive Assimilation pn+tahan 
Nasal Progressive Assimilation pntnahao 
Nasal Cluster Reduction pnahan 
Other rules pn&& 



nasalized vowels are not phonemic in UMM, but rather a phonetic reali- 
zation of the vowel nasalization rule. 

It is clear from our analysis that the process is one of progressive nasa- 
lization31 and that this process has certain constraints, one of which being 
that the nasal element which triggers nasalization does not come from the 
simplification of clusters of nasal plus voiced stop. If this constraint on the 
vowel nasalization process is incorporated into the structural descripton 
of that rule, so that the rule blocks if the cluster of nasal plus a vowel/vo- 
wels is derived, then the orderingof VowelNasalization and Nasal Cluster 
Simplification becomes superlluous. 

- 
37 Cf. L. Schoump, A Cross-Language Study of Vowel Nasalization, M.A.  thesis. Ohio 

State University. 1972. To appear in Working Papers in Linguistics, Ohio State Uni- 
versity. 
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